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Let k be an algebraically closed field, and G an affine algebraic group 
defined over k. 
An element in G is called semisimple if it is diagonalizable, and unipotent 
if each of its eigenvalues equals 1. Any element x E G can be written uniquely 
in the form x = xsx, = x,x, , where x, , x, E G are, respectively, the semi- 
simple and unipotent parts of x. 
Denote by Z,(x) the centralizer of an element x E G in G. If  x, y  E G are 
conjugate in G, then x, and x, are conjugate, respectively, to yS and yU , 
and if x, = yS , then x, , yU E Zo(x,) are conjugate in Zc(xs). Moreover, 
z&) = zd~,) n -G(x,) = zzGk&,). 
Thus the problem of determining the conjugacy classes and corresponding 
centralizers of elements in G can be reduced to 
(a) determining the conjugacy classes of semisimple elements in G; 
(b) determining the nature of Zo(x), where x E G is a semisimple 
element; 
(c) determining the conjugacy classes and centralizers of unipotent 
elements in Z,(x). 
The first two of these problems have been solved by Steinberg in [12], 
at least theoretically, in the case where G is a semisimple algebraic group. 
The conjugacy classes of semisimple elements in G are in one-to-one corre- 
spondence with the points of a finite dimensional vector space over k, and 
the centralizer of a semisimple element is a reductive group [3], by which 
we mean the semidirect product of a torus with a semi-simple group. 
In this article, we summarize the classification of unipotent elements in 
semisimple algebraic groups, and obtain new information on the nature of 
the centralizers in the semisimple algebraic groups of exceptional type. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let C denote the complex field. A simple Lie algebra L over C has one of 
the Killing-Cartan types A, (1 > l), B, (I > 2), C, (I 3 3), II, (I > 4), 
G, , F4 , E, , Ei or E, . I f  2 is a root system of the appropriate type, and 
Ii’ < Z a set of fundamental roots, then L has a basis consisting of elements 
h,. (Y E n) and e, (r E Z), and multiplication in L is given on the basis elements 
bv 
[h, , h,] :-= 0 (y, s E fl), 
(1.1) 
P, ,e,l = &es (rEn, SE.q, 
4 = -fdrts 
[ZIz 1 e,] == 0 
(if r + s E Z), 
(if r + s $ Z). 
Here, z4,, = 2(r, ~)/(r, r) and lVrs = =(n -+ I), where n is the greatest 
integer such that -rr~ + s is a root. 
The multiplication constants are all integers, and so if R is an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p (possibly zero), we can form the Lie algebra 
L(k) with basis elements h, (r E n) and eT (r E Z), and multiplication defined 
by the equations (1 .l), which are meaningful in all characteristics. 
Chevalley shows in [5] that the linear maps x,(a): L(k) -L(k) given by 
z+(a) = exp[ad(ole,)] (a E k, Y E 2) are well-defined automorphisms of L(k). 
The group G(k) which they generate is called the adjoint Chevalley group, 
and is the connected component of the full automorphism group of L(k) 
discussed by Steinberg in [lo]. 
We recall that the generators xT(cy) of G(k) satisfy the relations 
U-2) 
(i) ~,(a) is additive in OL, 
(4 [x44, -G91 = ~~ir+~s(G~dW, 
where the Cijirs are integers defined by Chevalley in [5]. The group G*(k) 
generated by elements x7(a) subject only to the relations (1.2) is called the 
universal Chevalley group, or the simply connected covering group of G(K). 
The natural homomorphism v: G*(K) - G(k) has kernel Z[G*(K)] which 
consists entirely of semisimple elements by [ll]. But y(xU) = [~(x)]~ and 
?(xJ = [~(x)]~ by [6, Expose 41, and hence we have shown that F identifies 
the conjugacy classes of unipotent elements in G*(k) and G(k). 
2. UNIPOTENT AND NILPOTENT ELEMENTS 
Let .Z be a root system, and Z[Z] the lattice generated by Z. We say that 
a prime p is good for 2, if Z[.Z]/Z[Zi] h as no p-torsion for any integrally 
closed subsystem Zr of Z. 
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The bad primes are given by: p = 2 (types B, , C, , D,); p = 2, 3 (types 
& , 4 , F4 , G); P = 2,3, 5 (type J%). 
Let R be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, and Z a system of 
roots. Let L(k) and G*(k) be the Lie algebra and simply connected covering 
group associated with Z. The following fundamental result is due to 
Springer [9] : 
THEOREM 2.1. Let V be the set of unipotent elements in G*(k), and V the 
set of nilpotent elements in L(k). If p is good for Z, there exists a homeomorphism 
0: V--f V which commutes with the actions of G*(k) on V and V. 
In other words, to find the conjugacy classes of unipotent elements in 
G*(k) [or in G(k)], and their centralizers, it is sufficient to find the conjugacy 
classes and corresponding centralizers of nilpotent elements in L(k). 
3. CONJUGACY CLASSES OF NILPOTENT ELEMENTS 
The conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements have been determined by 
Dynkin [7], at least in the case where k = C. However, the arguments go 
through for any algebraically closed field, provided only that the character- 
istic is sufficiently large. 
We will describe the method of classification, and indicate how certain 
preferred representatives may be chosen, whose centralizers take on a 
particularly tractable form. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let a EL(k) be a nilpotent element. Provided 
char(k) = p 3 4h + 3, 
where h is the height of the highest root in Z’, there exist elements h, b EL(~) 
such that [a, b] = h, [h, b] = -2b, [h, a] = 2a. Then L’ = k{a, h, b) is a 
3-dimensional simple subalgebra of L(k) of type A, . 
This is the theorem of Jacobson-Morosov, and is proved in [S]. 
LEMMA 3.2. If L” = k{a, h, , 6,) is another such 3-dimensional simple sub- 
algebra of L(k), there exists x E &-&a) such that x(b) = b, , x(h) = h, . 
The proof is to be found in [14, III]. 
LEMMA 3.3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between conjugacy classes 
of nilpotent elements, and conjugaq classes of 3-dimensional simple subalgebras 
of Jw- 
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Proof. Any two nilpotent elements in L’ = k(a, h, b} are conjugate under 
its automorphism group G’. But G’ is generated by the elements exp[ad(n)], 
where n EL’ is nilpotent, and so G’ is a subgroup of G(k). The result follows 
by Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.4. The restriction to L’ = k{a, h, b} of the adjoint representation 
of L(k) is a direct sum of irreducible representations of L’; moreover, these are 
the k-analogs of the irreducible representations of sl,(C) of the same dimension. 
The proof is given by Bruhat in [2]. 
Lemma 3.4 says that L(k) = oi M, as L’-modules, where M; has a k-basis 
{mi , ad(u) mi ,..., ad(a)di-1 md, 
with ad(a)Qm, = 0, and 
ad(h)[ad(a)jmJ = (2~’ + I - di) ad(a)i 
ad(b)[ad(a)im,] = j(d, - .i) ad(a)jmi . 
Now L(k) is graded by the action of h: if Li = {x EL(k): [h, x] = ix) 
(i = 0, I,...), then [L, , Lj] CL,+j. So if p: k* - Aut,[L(k)] is given by 
p(a): x + &x (X EL;), the p(a) (a E k*) are automorphisms of L(k), and so 
there exists h: k* ---f G(k) such that p = ad 0 h. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let S = A(k*). Then S is a l-dimensional torus in G(k), and 
k(h) is its Lie algebra. 
This is proved in [I]. 
LEMMA 3.6. The conjugacy class of a is uniquely determined by S (and so 
by 4. 
Proof. Let M = 2,(,,(S). Then L, is the Lie algebra of M [I, p. 2291. 
Since {ad(a)*@--l)mi : di z 1 mod 2) and {ad(a)*(di+l)mi : di = 1 mod 2) 
are k-bases of L, , L, respectively, the map ad(a): L, -+ L, is evidently sur- 
jective, and so if 0: M + L, is the map defined by 0: x - X(Q), then O(M) 
contains a dense open subset of L, by [l, pp. 39, 751. Thus any element a 
adapted to h lies in the (dense, open) orbit of M in L, , and so all such 
elements are conjugate (by an element of M). 
Let T be a maximal torus of M, which is clearly also one of G(k). Let Z 
be the root system of G(k) with respect to T, and let H be the Cartan sub- 
algebra of L(k) corresponding to T. Then k E H. Order the roots r E Z so 
that r > 0 implies that r(h) = (Y, h) >, 0. Let II be a fundamental set of 
roots for 2. 
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In the Cartan decomposition of L(K) with respect to H, the basis elements 
e, (r E Z) are eigenvectors for ad(h) with eigenvalue r(h) = (r, h). But the 
eigenvalues of ad(h) on L(K) are integers. Thus we can define a modified 
height function h*: Z + 2 by setting h*(r) = (h, r) (r E Z). 
LEMMA 3.7. Ifr ~17, then h*(r) = 0, 1 OY 2. 
This is shown by Dynkin in [7, p. 1671. 
Accordingly, we define the Dynkin diagram of h to be the diagram of L(k), 
with the numbers 0, 1 or 2 attached to the appropriate nodes. 
LEMMA 3.8. (i) The diagram of h is uniquely determined by a; (ii) it 
characterizes the conjugacy class of a. 
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 3.2, and the conjugacy of the Cartan sub- 
algebras of L, ; (ii) follows from (i) and Lemma 3.6. 
Henceforward, we shall refer to the diagram of h as the characteristic 
diagram of the nilpotent class represented by a. It is apparent that the number 
of conjugacy classes of nilpotent elements is finite, for the number of possible 
diagrams is finite. Not all diagrams arise, however, as the characteristic 
diagram of a nilpotent class, and those which do arise are described in [7]. 
4. CONJUGACY CLASS REPRESENTATIVES 
A nilpotent element a EL(K) is called regular, if dim[&(,)(a)] = rank G(K); 
and semiregular if .&&a) contains no semisimple elements. A regular 
element is always semiregular [14, III]. 
Let T be a maximal torus of G(k), and X, = (q.(a): 01 E k) (r E Z) the 
root subgroups of G(k) determined by T (see, for example, [6]). Let 
@r = (-5 , x,>. 
A subgroup G’ of G(k) generated by T and certain subgroups @r (Y E A C .C) 
is called a regular subgroup of G(k). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a E L(k) be a nilpotent element. Then a is semiregular in 
the Lie algebra of the semisimple part of some regular subgroup of G(k). 
The proof is given in [14, III]. 
Thus the problem of finding representatives for the conjugacy classes of 
nilpotent elements comes down to 
(i) finding the conjugacy classes of regular subgroups of G(k); 
(ii) finding a representative from each semiregular class of nilpotent 
elements in the corresponding semisimple subalgebras. 
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The problem of finding the reductive subgroups of G(K) is essentially that 
of determining all additively closed subsystems Z’ of 2. We define the 
extended Dynkin diagram of Z to be the Dynkin diagram together with an 
additional node representing the negative of the highest root in 2, and 
appropriate bonds joining this node to the nodes representing the fundamental 
roots. 
LEMMA 4.2. The additively closed subsystems .?Y’ of ZY are obtained by taking 
the set of all proper subdiagrams of the extended diagram, and by repeating the 
process described on the connected components of these subdiagrams. 
The result is due to Dynkin, and is proved in [7, p. 1451. 
In general, a diagram obtained in this way represents a single conjugacy 
class of regular subgroups, and the exceptions are listed in [7]. 
We can determine representatives for the semiregular classes using 
Dynkin’s classification in [6], which carries over to algebraically closed fields 
of finite characteristic p under our restriction p > 4h i; 3 where h is the 
height of the highest root. 
LEMMA 4.3. L(k) always contains a conjugacy class of regular nilpotent 
elements. The characteristic diagram of the class has the number 2 attached to 
each node of the Dynkin diagram. 
LEMMA 4.4. In algebras of type D, (1 > 4), there are, besides the regular 
class, [$(l - 2)] classes qf semiregular elements, with diagrams 
2 
2 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 0 0 
o---o . . . e-o-- . . . 
o--c(O 
28 
In type E, there is one class of nonregular semiregular nilpotent elements, and 
in types E, and E, there are two such classes. Their characteristic diagrams are 
given by 
2 2 0 2 2 
---I- 
O---i) 3 
2 
222022 202022 
--++--rO~ ’ O-O---K- ’ 
2222022 2202022 
0 - c 3 - s 0, w---o ---o--o. 
2 2 
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 are proved in [6]. 
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We are now in the position to display a representative a EL(~) from each 
class of regular or semi-regular nilpotent elements in L(k), together with a 
corresponding 3-dimensional simple subalgebra L’ = k{a, k, 6) where 
[a, b] = k, [k, a] = 2a, [II, a] = -2b. 
Let T be a maximal torus in G(k), and H the corresponding Cartan sub- 
algebra of L(k). Let 17 = {p, ,..., p,} be a fundamental system of roots for 2, 
numbered for types D, (I > 4), E6, E, , and E8 according to the following 
scheme: 
123 l-3 l-2 l-l 
Type D1: - . . . 0 1 
12 3 4 5 
Type E6: 
123456 
Type ET: 
1234567 
Type E8: c--o--o 
----I- 6 
The elements of Z are integral combinations of the roots in 17, and are 
listed, for example, in [ 151. 
4.5. Regular Classes 
As a representative of the class of regular nilpotent elements in L(k), we 
take a = Crsrr e, . If h = xrsn h,.h, , and [h, a] = 2a, then 
by (1.1). A case-by-case investigation yields an integral solution to (4.6), 
which is therefore meaningful in all characteristics. Set b = Crsn. Are-r . 
Then [h, b] = -26 and [a, b] = xVEII h,h, = h, whence L’ = k{u, k, b} is 
the required subalgebra. 
4.1. Semiregular Classes in D, 
The semiregular class in L(k) of type D, associated with the characteristic 
diagram 
2 2 2 220202 
o-M...0 3 3 " 3 . . ..L-z--q. 
-221 + 2.A 
481/23/r-10 
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will be denoted by D,(ul) {z’ -= I, 2,..., [+(I --- 2)]$, and is represented by 
a :: c ,Ey e, , where 
Y = (pL 1 i = I,..., 21- 2i - 21 U {p, + p,+l / 
i x 21 - 2i -.- I,..., 1 - 2: u (pip, , p,). 
I f  Zi denotes the set {Y E .Z i h*(r) ~= is (i = 0, I,...), then Y C Zi . 
Again there is an integral solution to the equations 
(4.8) 
and so if 12 =- xrErr X,/7,. , then [h, a] :: 20. 
Lastly, we can find integers CL? (Y E EJ, such that if b =: z,.EzE p,e ~ , then 
[a, h] := h. And so L’ - : k{a, h, h) is the required 3-dimensional simple sub- 
algebra of L(k). 
4.9, Semiregular Classes in E6 , E, and I& 
We list below a representative a EL(k) f  or each class of semiregular nil- 
potent elements in the exceptional Lie algebras of types E, , E, and Es, 
together with an associated 3-dimensional simple subalgebra. In each case, 
the equations 
(4.10) c A&. = h*(s) (SEII) 
TEll 
have an integral solution, and we set h = Zrtn X,/z,. . Then [h, a] 1: 2a 
(respectively, [h, b] -:- -2b) if and only if a =. J&, p,.e, (respectively, 
b = Cm, v+-,). With Theorem 4.11 in mind, we choose pr , v,. (r E Za) so 
that [a, b] = h. Then L’ = k{a, h, b} is the required 3-dimensional simple 
subalgebra. 
2 2 0 2 2 
Tw Q(a, 1: 
--r--O 
a q epl i- eazt p3 -  epL L eg5 -+ enzi y6 7 eD6 ,  
h = 12hDl T 22& -t 30hD3 + 22h,, + 12h,; + 16&, 
b = 12e-,l 4 22eqnziD3) + 8e-(,s+nB) -t- 22e-,$ -I- 12e+ 
+- 8eppG f  8e-(n3+D4) + 8cn2. 
(The last two signs are determined by the choice of the multiplication con- 
stants N,., , which are discussed by Tits in [13].) 
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222022 
Tne E7(a, 1: 
a=e 91 + eD2 + ePatv4 + eDg + ep6 + ee7 + ep4+,, j 
h = 21hpI + 4Oh,, + 57h,, + 72h,, + 5Oh,, + 26hDB + 37h,, , 
b = 2kpl + 4Oe-,, + 57e-(,3+D4) + 15e-(,4+9,) + 2(-k,, 
+ 26e-,, & 2kp3 k 15e-(,4+D5) . 
2 0 2 0 2 2 
Tn= E7(a2): 0 s c 0 
02 
a = eDl f ep2fv3tp4 + ev5 + f-he + ep, -t e94+p7 f ep3 p 
h = 17hpl + 32h,, + 47h2,, + 6Oh,, + 42hDS + 22hD, + 31h,, , 
b = 17bl + 32e-(a2+D3+94) + 15e-,, + 28e-(D4+p,) 
+ 3e-,, + 42e-,, + 22e-,6 I 28e-(p4+p6) f 3e-(92+p3) . 
2222022 
Type E8(a, 1: o-50-23 
02 
a=e 91 + eQZ + eD3 + eD’4+g5 + eps + ep5+3)8 + eDB + e,, , 
h = 46h,, + 90hpz + 132h,, + 172hs4 + 210h,, + 142h,, 
+ 72h,, + lo&,, , 
b = 4%,, + We-,, + 132~~~ + 17%~(,~+~~) + 38e-(D5tpg) 
+ 68e+ + 142ec,, + 72e-,, ZIZ 38e-(p5+p8) rt 68ec,, . 
2202022 
Txw E8(a2): ooos~co 
2 
a=e p1 + eD2 + ea3+D4+a5 + epg + ep, + ep4 + epstp8 + eD8 y
h = 38hpl + 74h,, + 108h,, + 142h,, + 174ha6 + 118hD8 
+ 6Oh,, + 8% , 
b = XL,, + 74+,, + 108e-(Dz+p,+Ds) + 3k,, + 66e-c,,,,,. 
+ 11 Se+ + 60e-,, + 22e-,, +C 66e-(,S+DB) IL 22e-c,,,,,) . 
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THEOREM 4.11. Any nilpotent element a E L(k) is conjugate to some 
a’ = CraY e,. , where Yz is a collection of linearly independent positive roots 
in 2. 
Proof. JVe have just shown this in the case where a is regular or semi- 
regular. In any case, a is regular or semiregular in some regular subalgebra 
L, of L(k) by Lemma 4.1. By reordering the roots of L(k), if necessary, we 
may suppose that the positive roots of L, are positive in L(k). The result then 
follows. 
5. THE CENTRALIZER OF A UNIPOTENT ELEMENT 
Let G = G(k) be a semisimple algebraic group, and L : L(k) its Lie 
algebra. If  G, is a closed subgroup of G, write (G,)O for its connected com- 
ponent [I, p. 861, and L(G,) for its Lie algebra [l, p. 1171. 
In considering the structure of the centralizer of a unipotent element in 
G, it is sufficient, according to Theorem 2.1, to investigate the centralizer 
of the corresponding nilpotent element in L. 
So let a EL be a nilpotent element, and 2 = Z,(a) the centralizer of a 
in G. Let Z = Z,(a) be the annihilator of a in L. 
Let R be the unipotent radical of Z [I a, p. 591, and let R be the Lie algebra 
of R. 
The element a EL can be imbedded in a 3-dimensional simple subalgebra 
L’ = k{a, h, b} of L. Let S be the l-dimensional torus in G defined by h, 
as in Lemma 3.5. 
Let Co = Z” n Z,(S), and C be the Lie algebra of CU. 
The following lemma is due to Springer [9]. 
LEMMA 5.1. (i) Z is the Lie algebra of Z. 
(ii) S normalizes Z. The weights of S in Z [I, p. 1661 are nonnegative, 
and the weights of S in R are positive. Moreover, C is the O-weight space of 
S inZ, andZ =C OR. 
(iii) Co is a connected reductivegroup [la], and Z” = Co . R, Co n R = {l}. 
Let T be a maximal torus of G containing S, and X,. = (xr(a): a E k) the 
l-parameter subgroup of G determined by T, corresponding to the root 
r E z. 
The parabolic subgroup [13a] determined by S is given by 
P = (T, X, : h*(r) > 0). 
Let U = <X, : h*(r) > 0), and write M = Z,(S) as in Lemma 3.6. 
Springer [9] has proved 
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LEMMA 5.2. (i) P = M. U, where M n U = (1). 
(ii) Z<PP,ZnU=RR,ZOnM=Co. 
LEMMA 5.3. Z = C . R, where C = Z n M. 
Proof. If x E M, then ad(x): Li -+ Li . It is apparent thatL, = &,(r)=i k{e,} 
if i > 0, and so if x E U, and 1 EL, , then by [4], ad(x): I+ 1+ I’, where 
1’ E Ci,oLi+j . Thus if x E M, y E U, then z = x . y centralizes a if and 
only if both x and y do. And the result follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. Z/Zag C/Co. 
Proof. This is evident by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3. 
Some Results on Dimensions 
LEMMA 5.5. dimZ = dim L, + dim L, , 
Proof. We have seen in Lemma 3.4, that if L’ = K{a, h, b} is a 3-dimen- 
sional simple subalgebra of L containing a, then L = oi Mi , where Mi is 
an irreducible L’-module with K-basis 
{mi , ad(a) mi ,..., ad(a)di-l m,}, 
where ad(a)ddmi = 0. Then 
Z = ker[ad(a)] = @ (Mi n ker[ad(a)]) = @ k{ad(a)di-l m,}, 
i i 
and dimZ is just the number of direct summands in the decomposition. 
But in each direct summand, ad(h) has precisely one eigenvector with 
eigenvalue 0 or 1. Thus 
dim 2’ = dim Lo + dim L, . 
LEMMA 5.6. dim C’ = dimLo - dimL, . 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, C’ = Lo n ker[ad(a)]. Now Lo has a k-basis 
{ad(a)*‘d~-l)mi>, and L, a k-basis {ad(a) *@*+l)m,}, taken over those i with 
d, E 1 mod 2. Thus ad(a): Lo +L, is an onto-map, and the result is a 
consequence of the isomorphism theorems. 
LEMMA 5.7. dim R’ = dimL, + dimL, . 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemmas 5.1, 5.5 and 5.6. 
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LEMMA 5.8. (i) L, -= H @ &l(r)=O k{e,). 
(ii) I f  i f  0, tJzen L, = ~:h+)=i k{e,j. 
Proof. The elements lz, (y E II) and e, (r E 2:) form a k-basis for L. XIore- 
over, h, and e, are eigenvectors for ad(h) with eigenvalues 0 and h*(r), 
respectively. But L, is the cigenspace of L under ad(h) corresponding to the 
eigenvalue i, and the result follows. 
Denote by N(i) the number of positive roots in 27 with modified height i, 
and let 1 =-= dim H be the rank of I,. 
THEOREM 5.9. (i) dim 2’ x 2N(O) j- N(l) + 1. 
(ii) dim C’ = 2N(O) + I - N(2). 
(iii) dim R’ := V(1) + N(2). 
Proof. The sums in Lemma 5.8 are direct. The theorem is a restatement 
of Lemmas 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. 
This theorem makes possible the evaluation of three important invariants 
of the centralizer of a nilpotent element from a knowledge of its characteristic 
diagram (as given by Dynkin in 171) and the elements in 2 as linear combina- 
tions of the fundamental roots. 
The Rank of the Centralizer 
The subgroup C of Z is a reductive group, and so the direct product of a 
torus with a semisimple group. We will determine the rank of C. 
LEMMA 5.10. Let a =-~ CrEY T e be a canonical nilpotent element of one of 
the types described in Theorem 4.11. Then rank C > I- / Y j. 
PYOOf. Now L(T n C) m- L(T) n L(C) :_ {X E H: [x, a] =-- 01. But 
[x, a] = 0 if and only if (x, r) = 0 for each Y E Y. Setting x z ZTEn X,h, 
(A, E k), this condition reduces to a set of linear equations in the A, . Thus 
dim[H n L(C)] = 1 - / Y 1. But T n C is a torus in C, and so a maximal 
torus in C has rank at least I - i Y I. 
THEOREM 5.11. For some regular subalgebra L* of L, and corresponding 
collection of roots Y, we have that rank C = I- 1 Y /. 
Proof. Now C < AI = Z,(S). Let T* be a maximal torus of C. We may 
suppose that T* < T, where T is a maximal torus of M and so also one of G. 
Then L(T*) = L(T n C) = L(T) n L(C) = H n C is a Cartan subalgebra 
of C =L(C). Now h E H, and since [h, a] = 2a, it is clear that 
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a = &+)=s Are, . Let r = {I: h*(r) = 2, A, # O}. Then {u E H: (u, r) = 0, 
all r E r} is a Cartan subalgebra of C. If  ,Z* is the subsystem of Z generated 
by r, then rank C = I- rank .P. Let L* = k{h, , e, : r E 2*>. Now a EL*, 
and so by Lemma 4.1, a is a semiregular nilpotent element in some regular 
subalgebra L** of L*, and clearly L** is a regular subalgebra of L. I f  
rank L** < rank L*, then by Lemma 5.10, 
rank C 2 I- rank L** > 1 - rankL* = I - rank Z*, 
contrary to what we have just shown. Thus a is semiregular in some regular 
subalgebra L** of L* of the same rank as L *. Choose Y as in Theorem 4.11 
so that 1 Y [ = rank L**. 
In exceptional algebras of types G, , F4, E6, E, , and E, , the reductive 
centralizer C of a nilpotent element a EL is in general completely described 
by its dimension (Theorem 5.9), and rank (Theorem 5.11). 
However, these two parameters cannot distinguish, for example, algebras 
of types B, and C’s, both of which have rank 3 and dimension 21. In the 
few instances where two alternatives are possible, a more careful examination 
of the reductive centralizer becomes necessary. 
EXAMPLE 5.12. Determine the reductive centralizer in E,(k) of the nil- 
potent element a with characteristic diagram 
100000 
O--- 
r 
0 . 
0 
Solution. (i) From Dynkin’s table [6, pp. 176-1851, the regular sub- 
algebra of E,(k) f  o minimal rank in which a is a semiregular element has 
type 4A, . Thus rank C = 7 - 4 = 3 (Theorem 5.11). 
(ii) N(O) = 15, N(2) = 16. Thus dimC = 2 x 15 + 7 - 16 = 21 
(Theorem 5.10). Then C E B,(k) or C E C,(k). 
(iii) We construct a 3-dimensional simple subalgebra L’ = k{a, h, b} 
of L as in (4.9) and Theorem 4. Il. 
a = e 111211 ( + e 1222~o + e 112221 + e 012321 , 1) (1) (1) (2) 
h = 3% + 54 + 7h, + 9h, + 6h, + 3h, + 5h, , 
b=e -,111~, + e_(122pa) + e-(l12~l) + e-col2”,“1, . 
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(iv) By Theorem 5.11, H n Z is a Cartan subalgebra of C. The 
elements ha + h, , h, + h, , h, + h, + h, form a K-basis for H n Z. 
(v) Now Z n [&r)=s K(e,}] has a k-basis 
e 
+ (oololoo) ’ e~(mo~lo) ’ 
e*(oyll) ) 
e ’ e *(ooop) 2 *(OOyJ) 
e*(oolgooo 
) I e*(oOO~) p 
ei(Ollp) k-e *,ool;l~) , e ooo~l~ rt e i( o ) *(Oy) ’ 
where the signs f  occurring in the latter 6 elements are dependent upon 
the choice of the multiplication constants iV,, [13]. These elements are all 
eigenvectors for the adjoint operation of H n Z, and so we have a Cartan 
decomposition of C = Z n L(0). 
It now remains to identify this algebra with C,(k). We note, that e 
(oololoo) 
has nonzero Lie product with precisely 5 of the root vectors, namely, 
“To 1 
no0 and 4 others. That is to say that the root in C, (or in Ba) to which 
it corresponds, can be added to precisely 4 others to yield another root. 
In a root system of type B, , the number of roots to which a short root 
can be added to yield another root is 8; and the number to which a long root 
can be added is 6. In a system of type C, , these numbers are 9 and 4, and 
this completes the identification of C with C,(K). 
We table hereunder information on the annihilator of a nilpotent element 
in each of the exceptional algebras. For each nilpotent class, we detail the 
characteristic diagram, a regular subalgebra L, of L of minimal rank 
containing a representative, the type of C and the dimension of R. 
Regular subalgebras corresponding to diagrams with solid marks will be 
written with a tilde. Thus if A, corresponds to the diagram 3--0, then -4, 
corresponds to o--o. 
We will denote by H a trivial l-dimensional algebra. 
Dynkin’s table [6, pp. 1761851 contains a number of errors, and those 
having bearing on our present discussion [and which occur in type F4 
(index 2), and type E, (indices 12, 12”, and 166)] have been corrected 
below. 
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Characteristic L, I c 1 dim E 1 
- 
0 0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
2 0 
2 2 
*I 
A, 
A, + .A, 
G2 
G2 
Al 
Al 
0 
0 
0 
5 1 3 4 2 
Characteristic 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 0 0 
2 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 2 
0 1 0 1 
2 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
0 2 0 0 
2 2 0 0 
10 12 
0 2 0 2 
2 2 0 2 
2 2 2 2 
Tne F4 
Ll 
0 
*I 
Al 
A, + “A, 
% 
A2 + % 
“12 
% + Al 
B2 
B2 + Al 
-52 + A2 
B3 
c3 
c3 + Al 
B4 
F4 
c 
F4 
C3 
B3 
2% 
A2 
*I 
52 
*I 
2*1 
Al 
0 
*I 
*I 
0 
0 
0 
dimR 
0 
15 
9 
18 
14 
15 
14 
13 
10 
II 
12 
7 
7 
8 
6 
4 
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Characteristic 
1 0 G 0 1 
0 
0 0 1 0 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 
2 
1 c 3 0 1 
0 1 0 1 0 
ii 
2 0 0 0 2 
0 
1 0 1 0 1 
0 
1 0 0 0 1 
2 
0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 2 0 G 
0 
2 0 0 0 2 
2 
1 1 0 1 1 
0 0 2 0 0 
2 
1 1 0 1 1 
2 
210 12 
1 
=I 
C - dim R - 
3 E6 
A 1 A- :, 21 
2A1 H + B3 24 
3A, A, f  A2 27 
*2 2A2 23 
A* + A, 
A* + 2A, 
H + A2 23 
2H 24 
2A2 c2 
2A2 + A, 
*3 
A3 + *1 
D4(a, ) 
A4 
A4 -I- *I 
D4 
D5(a1) 
A5 
*1 
H + B2 
H + A, 
2H 
H + A, 
H 
"2 
H 
*1 
20 
21 
15 
16 
18 
14 
15 
10 
13 
11 
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Type E6 (continued) 
2 0 2 0 2 
0 
2 0 2 0 2 
2 
2 2 0 2 2 
2 
2 2 2 2 2 
2 
Ll 
t 
I c I dim II I 
*5 + *I 
D5 
E6(a,) 
I 
E6 
Characteristic L1 c dim R - 
oco--^c 
000000 0 E7 0 
0 
000001 
0 
*1 D6 33 
010000 B4 + 
0 
2% *I 42 
000010 
0 
(3*,)' *4 35 
200000 27 
0 
(3*,)" F4 
000002 
0 
*2 *5 22 
1 0 0 0 0 0 4A1 c3 42 
1 
010001 *2 + *I H + A3 41 
0 
000100 
%? + 2A1 3*1 
42 
0 
000000 A2 + 3A, G2 32 
2 
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Type E7 (continued) 
Characteristic 
O---+-r- 
020000 
0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 
010002 
0 
000101 
0 
200032 
0 
000020 
0 
1 0 1 0 0 1 
0 
1 0 0 0 1 0 
1 
010100 
0 
002000 
0 
020002 
0 
0 1 0 1 3 1 
I? 
0 0 0 2 0 0 
0 
000022 
0 
1 0 0 0 12 
1 
0 1 0 1 0 2 
0 
002002 
0 
Ll c 
dim E 
2% 
2A2 f  A, 
Al + G2 
32 
A2 
35 
A3 
(A3 + A,)' 
(A3 + A,)" 
D4(al) 
A3 + 2A, 
D4 + A,(alO) 
A3 f  A2 
A3 + A2 + A, 
A4 
A4 + A1 
A4 f  A2 
D4 
D4 + Al 
D5(al) 
D5 + A,(alO) 
% + B3 25 
3Al 
30 
B3 
26 
3A1 30 
2A1 
33 
2A1 
31 
H + A, 31 
Al 
31 
3A, 24 
2H 27 
% 
24 
c3 16 
B2 21 
H + A, 23 
Al 
21 
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Type E7 (continued) 
Characteristic Ll c dim 3 
O--+-r- 
020101 (A5)' H + 
0 
A, 23 
220002 (A5)' ' G2 17 
0 
020020 20 
0 
(A5 + A,)' Al 
210101 (A5 + A,)" Al 22 
0 
201010 
1 
D6(a2) Al 20 
200200 
0 
A5 + A2 0 21 
020200 
0 
A6 % 16 
020002 17 
0 
D5 2% 
011012 16 
1 
D5 + % A1 
201012 
1 
D6(a,) A1 16 
200202 D6 + A,(alO) 0 17 
0 
020202 H 14 
0 
E6(al) 
221012 12 
1 
D6 A1 
220202 D6 + Al 0 13 0 
020222 
0 
E6 Al 10 
202022 
2 
E7(a2) 0 11 
222022 E7(a, ) 0 9 
2 
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V’w E7 (continued) 
Characteristic L1 C dim - E 
0 3 3 - 0 0 
222222 E7 0 7 
2 
Characteristic 
~---o--o-- 
r- 
0000000 
0 
1 000000 
0 
0000001 
0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
3 
0000000 
1 
2000000 
0 
1 000001 
0 
0010000 
0 
0000010 
3 
0000002 
0 
0100001 
0 
2000001 
0 
0001000 
0 
L1 
0 
*I 
2A1 
3A1 
**I 
.42 
*2 + *I 
A2 + 2A, 
A2 + 3A1 
2A2 
2A2 f  A, 
*3 
2A2 + 2A, 
C - 
E8 
E7 
E6 
F4 + Al 
c4 
E6 
*5 
A4 
A1 + G2 
D4 
A 7 + G2 
A1 -I- F4 
B2 
dim E 
0 
57 
78 
81 
84 
56 
77 
76 
77 
64 
61 
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Type Es (continued) 
Characteristic 
O-----r- 
1 010000 
0 
1 000010 
0 
0200000 
0 
0100000 
1 
0010001 
0 
0000100 
0 
0000000 
2 
0001001 
0 
2000002 
0 
1 010001 
0 
1 000100 
0 
0020000 
0 
0010010 
0 
2200000 
0 
2100000 
1 
2 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 
0100100 
0 
Ll 
*3 + *I 
A3 + 2A, 
D4(al) 
D4 + *,(yO) 
*3 + A2 
A3 + A2 + A, 
D4 + A2(a10) 
2A3 
*4 
*4 + *I 
A4 f 2A, 
*4 + *2 
A4 + A2 + A, 
D4 
D4 + Al 
D5(a1) 
*4 + *3 
c dim g 
60 
63 
54 
63 
59 
60 
56 
50 
44 
H + A2 51 
H + A, 52 
48 
49 
28 
43 
43 
45 
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Type E8 (continued) 
Characteristic 
-7 
2000100 
0 
2000000 
2 
1 010010 
0 
1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
0 
1 000101 
0 
0200002 
0 
0101001 
0 
0100010 
1 
0010100 
0 
0002000 
0 
002000P 
0 
0010101 
0 
2200002 
0 
2 1 0 1 0 0 1 
0 
2 1 0 0 0 z 0 
1 
2 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 
2002000 
0 
L, 
D5 + A1(alo) 
=4 + A2 
D5 + A2(alo) 
A5 
(A5 + A,)’ 
(A5 + A,)” 
A5 + 2A, 
D6(a, ) 
*5 + A2 
2D4(a,) 
A6 
A6 + A1 
D5 
D5 + Al 
D6(a,) 
c dim 13: 
2A1 
A2 
Al 
Al + G2 
2A1 
G2 
Al 
2A1 
A1 
0 
2Al 
Al 
=3 
2*1 
2*1 
Al 
H 
46 
42 
43 
35 
40 
36 
41 
38 
39 
40 
32 
33 
27 
34 
32 
33 
33 
.+81/23/I-I I 
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T,y-pe E8 (continued) 
Characteristic 
ooco-30 
1010101 
0 
0110101 
0 
2020002 
0 
2010101 
0 
2000200 
0 
2100012 
1 
2010102 
0 
2002002 
0 
0200200 
0 
2220002 
0 
2210101 
0 
2201010 
1 
2200200 
0 
1011012 
1 
0200201 
0 
2201012 
1 
2200202 
0 
Ll 
D7(a2) 
A7 
E6(a1 ) 
E6 + Al(alO) 
Data31 
D6 
D6 + Al 
D7(a1) 
As 
E6 
E6 + Al 
E7(a2) 
E7 + Al(a20) 
D7 
Da(y) 
E7(a1) 
E7 + Al(alO) 
c 
H 
Al 
A2 
H 
0 
B2 
Al 
Al 
0 
G2 
*1 
Al 
0 
H 
0 
*1 
0 
dim 2 
31 
27 
26 
29 
28 
22 
25 
25 
24 
18 
23 
21 
22 
21 
20 
17 
18 
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Tn= E8 (continued) 
Characteristic L1 C dim R - - 
-e 8 
2020202 De 0 I6 0 
2221012 E7 *I j 13 
1 
2220202 E.7 + *I 0 14 
0 
2202022 E8(a2) 3 / 12 
2 
2 222022 0 1 13 
2 
E8(a,) 
2222222 Es G 8 
2 
6. APPLICATIONS TO FINITE GROUPS 
Let G 2: G(k) be a semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically closed 
field k of characteristic p. Let k, :: GF(q) be the unique subfield of k of 
order q = JY, and suppose that G is defined over k, . 
Let u: G - G be the Frobenius automorphism of G, given by raising 
each matric entry of an elements E G to its q-th power, and let G, p= G(q) 
be the group of elements fixed by 0. Then G(q) is called a GF(q) form of G. 
There may be more than one GF(q) f  orm of G, depending upon the particular 
imbedding of G in GL(h). 
Now the mapping 0: C’ + V described in Theorem 2. I, from the collec- 
tion of unipotent elements in G to the collection of nilpotent elements in L, 
may be taken to commute with 0’. Since every nilpotent class has a representa- 
tive fixed by cr (Theorem 4.1 I), so every unipotent class c: has a representa- 
tive u in G(q). 
The problem of determining the conjugacy classes of unipotent elements 
in G(q) comes down to determining the number of G(q)-classes into which 
U n G(q) splits, and investigating the respective centralizers in G(q). The 
principal tool in the investigation of finiteness properties is Lang’s theorem, 
LEMMA 6.1. Let G he a connected a@ne algebraic group, and let T: G - G 
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be an algebraic endomorph&n of G such that G, = {x E G: x7 = x} is Jinite. 
Then the collection {x-lxT: x E G} covers G. 
The proof is given by Steinberg in [12]. 
Let u E U be a u-fixed unipotent element in G, and a = O(u) the corre- 
sponding a-fixed nilpotent element in L. Let Z = Z,(a) = Zc(u), and Z” 
the connected component of Z. Then (T stabilizes Z and Z”, and induces an 
automorphism o on ZjZO. 
We say that x, y  E Z/Z0 are equivalent (x w y) if there exists x E Z/Z0 
such that x = z”yx-l. Then N is evidently an equivalence relation. 
LEMMA 6.2. The G,-classes in G, n U are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the equivalence classes in ZjZO. 
Proof. Let x E Z. Since G is connected, there exists y  E G such that 
x = y-ly” by Lemma 6.1. Then y~y-l E G, n U. Moreover, if tut-l E G, , 
then t-9” E Z, so that every G-conjugate of u in G, arises in this way. Let 
x’ = y’plyO E Z. A further application of Lemma 6.1 then shows that yuy-l 
is GO-conjugate to y’uy’-l if and only if xZ” N x’Z”, which gives the result. 
Let a EL be a u-fixed nilpotent element of one of the canonical types 
described in Theorem 4.11. Let L’ = k{a, h, b} be the corresponding 3-dimen- 
sional simple subalgebra of L, and S < G the 1 -dimensional torus associated 
with h. 
Let a’ = au be a u-fixed conjugate of a in L. 
LEMMA 6.3. (ZY), = Zo(a’) n G, = (Cv), 3 (Ry), . 
Proof. Now Rg is the unipotent radical of Zo(a’), and so (Ry)o = Ii”* 
Moreover, (Sup = SW, and so (Cy)’ = CY. Thus if x = c . r E G,, , where 
CEO rER” thenzO=ca. r” = c . r, and so c0 = c and ro = r by unique- 
ness. So (ZY)~ = (Cu), . (Ru)~. 
THEOREM 6.4. l(Rg), 1 = qdimtR’). 
We omit the proof, which is a manipulatory one involving the application 
of a modified form of Chevalley’s commutator formula [4]. 
We are principally interested in determining the structure of (@), . Let 
z = y-‘y” be the coset representative of Z” in Z associated with the GO-class 
containing @-l(a”). We may as well suppose by Lemma 5.4 that .a E C. 
LEMMA 6.5. (CY), z {c E C: Z-~CZ = co}. 
Proof. (CY), = {xE Cy: xc = x} = {ycy-l: yg+ = yVJy-“} z 
{c E c: c = y-‘yvuy-uy} = {c E c: z-%x = cc}. 
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The group {c E C: z- lcz = c”} is the group of fixed points of the auto- 
morphism c --f zc”z-l of C, and is of a type discussed for example by Carter 
in [3]. It is an extension of a finite Chevalley group, or one of its twisted 
analogs. 
Thus the determination of the group of a-fixed points of the reductive 
centralizer 0’ of uy involves 
(i) A knowledge of the group C/C”, and the action of (T on C/CO. 
This makes possible a breakdown of Z/Z0 into equivalence classes under -., 
represented by elements x E C. 
(ii) A knowledge of the automorphism induced on CO by conjugation 
by.zEC.‘. 
In the case of the classical groups SO(R) and Sip(k), the subgroup Co of C 
is always a direct product of special orthogonal and symplectic groups, and 
C/Co is an elementary abelian 2-group representing the outer automorphism 
group of the orthogonal factors [IO]. RI oreover, 0 operates trivially on C/C?. 
(See Wall’s paper [15] on the conjugacy classes in the finite classical groups.) 
However, the group C/C”’ is not always abelian, nor is the Galois operation 
always trivial. We conclude with an example showing this to be the case in 
the group of type G, . 
Let ,Y- = {a, 6, a + b, 2a -:- b, 3a + 6, 3a + 2bj be the collection of posi- 
tive roots of G, . We will adopt the notation of Chcvalley’s paper [4]. 
Then ,Y contains a regular subsystem of type A, + 1!i1 , with fundamental 
subsystem (b, 2a A- b). 
The corresponding regular nilpotent element y  eb + e2,1+b can be 
imbedded in a 3-dimensional simple subalgebra 
L’ = kjy, 2/z,, -t- 411, , cl, + q,,,,,,)], and s - {ha(P) h,(P): h E k*} 
is the associated 1 -dimensional torus. 
Then Z,(S) :T, @(,‘, and 
c = Z,(y) n Z,(S) ~ (h,(h,) h,(X,): A(, = 1, A, x +I; 
u {Xa(T) h,(h,) h&$,) w,,x,(T’): 72 --= 7’1 = 3, A,, = 2P/T’, A, = T/T/J.. 
The correspondence 
ha(l) h(l) - 11 
4dl) hl(- 1) t, w 
K,(T) h,(-24 ho- 1) W&-T) t) (V’w), 
.%-7) 4427) &--I) fqJ,(T) - (uw), 
X,(T) &(27) hh( I) =J,X,(T) t-f (uvw), 
X0(-T) kl--24 h,(l) %X,(--7) tf  (uwu), 
between C and Ss == Sym{u, 8, zuj. is then an isomorphism of groups. 
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If 3 is a square in GF(q), then u: 7 -+ T, inducing the identity automorphism 
in S, . If, on the other hand, 3 is not a square in GQ), then u: r + -7, 
inducing the inner automorphism u: t + t(*“) in Ss . 
In either case, Ss contains 3 equivalence classes under N, and the conjugacy 
class of O-l(y) in G,(k) intersects G,(q) in 3 G&)-classes. 
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